We classify control problems by exhibiting their alternating quantifier structure. This classification allows us to relate these control problems to the computational complexity classes of the Polynomial Time Hierarchy. A specific synthesis problem for uncertain systems is shown to be hard in the class II;.
Introduction
A large number of results establishing the computational complexity of control problems have been established in the last decade. A diverse collection of analysis, synthesis and model validation problems have been proven to be NP-Hard. We will show in this paper how the different problems arising in control systems analysis can be naturally classified according to their complexity by exhibiting their "alternating quantifier" structure.
This classification falls in line with the polynomial time hierarchy of complexity classes as defined in [a]. By placing a specific problem in one of the complexity classes of the polynomial hierarchy, we know what the worst case complexity of the problem is. Depending on the structure imposed on both the known and the uncertain or unknown parts of the problem, it will or will not be hard on its class. For one quantifier problems, there is now a clear picture of which problems are easy and which are hard. In general terms, more structure in the known part of the system makes its solution easier. Conversely, the more structured the unknown part of the system is, the harder its solution becomes. In this paper we will present a first step in extending this picture to the class of two quantifier control problems. We present in this paper also one such proof. We will consider the design of a scheduled structured controllers for systems subject to sensor failing or "on-off'' uncertainty.
We prove this problem to be hard in the class I I : , We will compare this result with the design of Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) controllers [9] . These two problems have the same two quantifier structure. However the former is hard in I I : , and the latter reduces to a convex optimization problem.
The Polynomial Time Hierarchy
We give in this section a brief and intuitive introduction to the Polynomial Time Hierarchy complexity classes. 
where p is any boolean clause in the zi variables. This is a standard NP-complete problem. Correspondingly, the complementary question will be complete in CO-NP:
(2) Note that the universal quantifier in the CO-NP problem does not allow us to "verify" a solution in polynomial time, since in principle we would have to check all possible combinations of the zi. However since the problem and its dual are equivalent the verification can be done in the dual problem. In this case usage of one or the other quantifier doesn't change the nature of the problem, or its complexity.
But, if both quantifiers are present in the same problem, we will not be able to do the polynomial time verification of a solution, in either the direct or dual problem. The nature of problems with two quantifiers is intuitively different than the nature of NP or CO-NP complete problems. Though it has not yet been possible to prove that they are harder (in the standard polynomial time reduction sense), experts in the field believe them to be, and have devoted considerable effort into characterizing them.
In this paper we will define the different classes in that characterization, the Polynomial Time Hierarchy, by giving a complete problem in each class. Although a more abstract definition can be given, we believe that in this way we capture the essential characteristic of the complexity problem and present it at a level accessible for the general control audience. Once again the definition is made in general terms. Definition 1 Let c k be the class of problems reducible i n polynomial time to the the following feasibility question:
where the x1 are sets of boolean variables, and the guantajier Q is existential for k odd and universal otherwise.
Note that with this definition we will have:
so for completeness we will add the convention:
Analogously the corresponding dual classes can be defined: Definition 2 Let n k be the class ofproblems reducible i n polynomial time to the the following feasibility question: We will also make the convention:
It is not known if there are finitely many distinct classes in the hierarchy.However some partial results exist that give some idea of the possible situations. We quote the following 
Alternating Quantifiers in Control Theory
In this section we will present a classification of different control theory problems in terms of a basic problem preceeded by alternating quantifiers. This classification serves a double purpose. First it allows us to identify which problems are essentially similar and suitable to be solved by unified algorithms. In second place it will also allow us to give certain ((boundsn in the hardness of the computation of their solutions; by placing a problem in a given complexity class we know that it's solution will not be harder that the solution of a canonical problem hard in the class.
The canonical analysis problem.
We will classify all our problem starting from a given canonical analysis or performance problem. We thus assume that there is a certain property of a system p s that can be computed and that determines whether the given system meets the required specification. For most relevant performance specification of linear systems, the corresponding p s is usually relatively simple to compute.
Stability, 'Hz norm or the R, norm for finite dimensional linear system can be computed in polynomial time (to a given accuracy). We will measure the complexity of all other problems relative to this one.
Synthesis and robustness analysis.
The next level in the hierarchy of problems includes both a synthesis and an analysis problem. Assume first that we are allowed t o design C a part of the system S. Assume also that we are required to design C in a given class C. The performance condition becomes now a function of both C and S ; we will use the notation Ps(C). The corresponding synthesis problem then becomes:
Now suppose that the system depends on a parameter A, and that all the information we have about A is that i t belongs to a pre-specified set A. In order to guarantee that the system always meets the performance condition we will have to answer the following question:
VA E A we have p s ( C ) ?
The computational complexity of this problems depends of course on the nature of the sets C and A, and on how C and A modify the system S.
Robust and scheduled controller design.
The next class of problems will contain two alternating quantifiers and, as was the case in the polynomial time hierarchy, they can be derived from the two problems previously stated. First consider the Robust controller design. We are required to design a controller such that the performance is met for all the systems in a class. Using the notation from the last section this can be written as the following question:
The gain scheduled controller design problem consists of designing a controller for each instance of a set of parameters b,that will achieve the required performance.Note that nothing is specified about the nature of the parameters 5. Different problems will give rise to different sets on which to allow 5 to vary. [ll] , have been proven to be hard in the first class of our classification corresponding to the first level (NP, co-NP) in the polynomial hierarchy. Although the general robust and gain scheduled controller synthesis problems are recognized to be much harder that their corresponding NPcomplete problems, no systematic proofs of this are available. (Although some versions of the problem have been proven to be in P.) In this paper we present a first attempt at pinning down the hardness of those problems by proving that a specific case is nz hard.
A II2 hard quadratic problem.
As it was done with the proof of NP-completeness of certain p-analysis problems, we will begin by exhibiting a quadratic programming problem that is hard in the where inequalities are to be read element by element. The proof is done by reducing the Knapsack problem into the given quadratic programming problem. Consider the following decision problem Vy E (0, l}m 3x E {0,1}" such that and that the final problem can be interpreted as a structured scheduled controller problem.
Theorem 2 The decision problem in (13) is 112 hard.
Proof: The proof follows very closely the NP-hardness proof of the Subset Sum problem. We will show that we can reduce the I I 2 complete satisfiability problem:
where f is a general boolean expression in the variables 1: and y. The reduction of the satisfiability problem to the Subset Sum problem follows the following links [5] : Satisfiability (SAT) + 3-Satisfiability (3SAT) 3 Dimensional Matching (3DM)+ Partition (PART) + Subset Sum (SS). We need to show that the same path can be used with the two alternating quantifiers versions of these problems. In this case to reduce problem PI to 9, we have to prove that for every instance pl of A , we can build in polynomial time an instance pz of problem Pz 
is equivalent to
We will refer to the proofs and notations used in [5] to show how this can be done. Although this will make the exposition not self contained, the space limitations 
The reduction of 3DM to PART associates each element of M with a variable in the partition set. Correspondingly, each subset of M is mapped to a particular assignment of those variables, and it is shown that a subset M' of M can be completed to a matching set if and only if the corresponding assignment of variables can be completed to a partition. Finally the conversion of PART to SS is immediate. A partition exists if and only if a subset with sum equal to half the sum of all the weights exists. We have thus shown that the question in (17) can be answered by answering a question of the form (13) where the number of variables in the latter is a polynomial function of the number of variables in the former. Since (13) can in turn be reduced in polynomial time to (16) the theorem follows.
A I I 2 hard synthesis problem.
The problem posed in (16) has the structure of the scheduled controller problems described in Section 3. In the next theorem we will present a scheduled controller design problem that is II2 hard as a consequence of Theorem 2.
Although the problem presented is restricted and somewhat artificial, we believe most of the restrictions can be lifted. We present it here as a first step in the analysis of the complexity of two alternating quantifiers control problem. such that the gain from U to y in the system of Figure 2 is less than k. T h e theorem follows. If we relax the restrictions on the uncertain components and allow them to be operators in L 2 , we relax the restriction on the controller by removing the structure and bound conditions, and if we add structure to the system and make the control design problem a full information one, then the preceeding problem becomes the LPV problem described in [9] . This problem can be converted to a convex optimization problem. We can see then how adding structure to the unknown part of the system makes the problem harder, and adding structure to the known part of the system makes the problem easier. These results helps to establish which are the extreme cases on complexity that can happen for similar design questions with different restrictions on the components of the system. The restrictions we had to impose to prove the IIz hardness results are extreme. This is in part due to the fact that we are using a binary computation model that brings into the problem artificial restrictions. It is also possible that the I I 2 class is too big for our purposes.
There is still no consensus in the computational complexity and numerical analysis communities on which, if any, are the adequate computation models and complexity classes relevant to numerical analysis ([l]). As this debate becomes clearer it will be possible to classify more natural control problems, and get more points in the mapping from structure in uncertainty, controller and system to the computational complexity of the problem.
Conclusions
It is becoming increasingly clear that most interesting control problems are naturally hard to solve from a practical point of view. This means that these problems will not accept mathematically elegant solutions. The tools of our trade are going to be computational in nature, and the evaluation of their usability empirical. Although theoretical results are still very much fundamental in the development of the computational tools, it is important to establish precise means to evaluate their contribution to the science.
In this paper we introduce a classification of different computational complexity classes under which control problems fall. We believe that this classification' of problems provides one possible gauge to evaluate the importance of theoretical results. Three kind of theoretical results that would be interesting from this point of view are: a result proves a certain problem to be hard in its class, telling us on the real difficulty of its solution; a result proves that a problem is equivalent to another problem in the same class, but better algorithms for the new problem are known; a result can also shown that the result is actually easier than the rest of the class to which it belongs. However, a result stating that a problem in a class is equivalent to another problem in the same class, but that gives no indication that the new problem presents any computational advantage over the first would be deemed incomplete.
The classification of problems according to their complexity is by no means unique. Computational complexity measured with relativized Turing Machines (i.e. the Polynomial Time Hierarchy) tells only part of the story. This classification, and the evaluation of results that results from it, should be taken as one more gauge to help us in the task of sorting out the vast amounts of work carried out in this field.
We also showed in this paper that some two quantifier problems can be proven hard in the corresponding class of the hierarchy. Although the problem presented is highly structured, we believe that some of the restrictions can be lifted and still preserve the hardness of the problem. By comparing this result to previously known result on related problems, we can extend to two quantifier problems the general classification that has been established in one quantifier problems: more structure in the known parts of the system makes control problems easier; more structure in the uncertain (i.e. undermodelled) or unknown (i.e. to be designed) part of the problem make it harder from a computational point of view.
